1. 19 Willow Oak West/647B/Meany - Final plans for additions and alterations. APPROVED

2. 31 Ruddy Turnstone/4681D/Packer - Concept for living fence, pergola, brick fence, hard scape and landscaping. DEFERRED

3. 49 Night Heron II/na/Alvarado - Final plans to enlarge deck. APPROVED

4. 14 Plantation Lane/3841A/Kinnaird - Final plans for garage addition. APPROVED

5. 16 Red Cardinal/5963/Witte - Final plans for new SFR. APPROVED

6. 13 Lawton Woods/2628B/Harrison - Revised plans for garage addition. DISAPPROVED

7. 24 N. Calibogue Cay/5958/Keller - Exterior colors on site for this new SFR. Roofing and window colors needed at this time. DISAPPROVED

8. 25 Live Oak/5904Groen - Landscape lighting for this new SFR. DISAPPROVED

9. 10 Beach Lagoon/5913/Topper - Landscape final for this new SFR. APPROVED